Welcome

Mrs. Micheletti

Introductions Members

Attendees: Frances Battle, Lamar Spotted Elk, Andrew Gee, Nancy Wilson, Kelli Neuteboom, Jenni Micheletti, Josiah Helbling, Megan Mullen, Helen Carrillo Martinez, Rielly Butler, and Jill Ekstein

November Minutes approved

Guidelines for Return to School

Mrs. Micheletti

Went through document and discussed items:

Afterschool will resume in person with the following schedule- K-1, February 1st, 2-3, February 8th, 4-6, February 16th, and 7-8, February 22nd.

Breakfast will start @ 8a.m.- grab bags- sit at socially distance tables- given up to 15 min.

The school has both cloth and disposable masks for students who do not have one, or need a replacement.

If a student refuses to wear a mask they are sent to the office and parents are called. Not wearing a mask is unacceptable.

Anyone ON campus must wear a mask both inside the building and on the school grounds. The one exception is a few of our Essential Elements students.

A second room has been designated for a teacher lunchroom due to the fact that only 8 people may be in either room at a time. Temporary permission has been granted for microwaves in other areas for teachers as well,

Both the lunchroom and auditorium will be set up for lunchtime. Only two students are assigned a table, sitting at opposite ends. Seats will be numbered, and students assigned a seat. This will help with order and offer assistance for contact tracing if necessary.

Questions asked- What does a family need to do when there is a breakout at home? The protocol for that is on the district website as well as the Health Department site./Will there be Covid testing @ schools? No.
Principal Update

Mrs. Battle

- Land Trust - Now open for evaluation and updating. Next month recommendations and updates will be discussed.

- Middle School Fees - sticking with our $30 fees was approved.

- Emergency Plan - has been completed and approved.

- AVID Program - we are going to cease being an AVID school due to funds. The district is no longer paying the yearly fee of $4,500. Middle school will continue to do what they have incorporated from AVID without the name.

- Teaching Staff - K-2, 5-8 are all going to be expanded classrooms where teachers will be teaching both online and in-person. 3rd will have 1 remote teacher and 1 in-person teacher, 4th is not completely determined yet.

- Schedules (Mr. Spotted Elk) - were updated but with the board decision to open 7-8, needs to be changed. There will be no computer lab, and art and library will do asynchronous for all grades but one each week. P.E. will be live, in the gym, where they can socially distance. They will wear masks. Question: Is actual teaching time going to change due to extra cleaning and distancing measures? There will have to be some adjustments.

- Remote and In Person - The district #s for elementary are about 1/3 remote and 2/3 in-person. Our numbers for elementary are about ¼ remote and ¾ in-person. Middle school is still gathering numbers.

- Lunchroom - discussed above with guidelines

- Halls - discussed above with guidelines/ there will be new signage throughout the halls.

- Student Social Distancing - discussed above with guidelines

- Masks - discussed above with guidelines

- School Day - M, T, TH, and F 8:30-3, W- 1 hour synchronous and 3 hours asynchronous

- Return:
  - January 25, 2021 – K-1st Grade
  - February 1, 2021 – 2nd and 3rd Grades
  - February 8, 2021 – 4th – 8th Grades

- Student Welcome Back (Mr. Gee)

  Red carpet welcome at each entry point on the first day for each group of returning students.
Discussion

Questions: Do we have more janitorial staff? Currently, no. Judith is here from 5/6 a.m. to 2 p.m., Matt is here 2 p.m. to close, Liesl is here 3 p.m. to close, and a part-time high schooler is here once a week. We have been told we will receive another person but nothing has come of that so far.

What happens if subs are needed, have we come up with a plan? Currently, subs are scarce, so most likely if this occurs, we would use paras, counselor, and/or admin.

What about contact tracing? There is a district plan for any and all things Covid.

Other- Paras are doing an amazing job. Have been willing to readjust schedules to accommodate Fridays, calling parents, etc.

Next Scheduled Meeting: February 24, 2021